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Please develop a response that I can send Kate . I think the focus should be on the 4th para in her
email (An additional monitoring well at this location ....) based on our discussion yesterday. Please
cite the workplan an approval language to the extent possible and outline our rationale . Given the
timing I will need the response today. thanks
From: LYNNES, KATHRYN D HQE USAF AFGSC 377 MSG/SAF/IEE <kathryn.lynnes@us.af.mil>
Sent: Thursday, December 3, 2020 2:46 PM
To: Pierard, Kevin, NMENV <Kevin.Pierard@state.nm.us>

Cc: SEGURA, CHRISTOPHER G GS-14 USAF AFCEC/CZO <christopher.segura.2@us.af.mi1>;
KOTTKAMP, SHEEN T GS-13 USAF AFCEC AFCEC/CZOW <sheen .kottkamp.1@us.af.mil>; GILLESPIE,
JOHN L GS-14 USAF HAF AFCEC/CZTE <john .gillespie.3@us.af.mil>; Stapleton, Mark
<Mark.Stapleton@noblis.org>; Stringer, Stephanie, NMENV <Stephanie.Stringer@state.nm .us>
Subject: [EXT] Response to your request for a summary of the step-out boring issue

Hi Kevin:
As we discussed during our 01 December 2020 conference call, the Air Force is proposing to
abandon the KAFB-106S10 step-out boring rather than completing it as a monitoring well. A
summary of the rationale for this change is provided below.
Acco rding to the approved work plan, Work Plan For Data Gap Monitoring Well Installation KAFB106248 to KAFB-106252 and KAFB-106S10 Bulk Fuels Facility, Solid Waste Management Units ST106/SS-111 dated September 2020, the primary objective of the source area part of this effort was
to identify the single point of discontinuity where the LNAPL from the fuel leak migrated down to the
water table. This would be achieved by identifying the single point where no upper or lower clay
units exist and, based on Figure 5.1 in the approved work plan, would be declared the migration
pathway.
The work plan identified an initial boring location and allowed for a step-out boring if a discontinuity
was not found. The initial boring location encountered a significant clay layer, which was not
expected based upon both NMED's and the Air Force's review of the available logs. As result NMED
and the Air Force held a conference call on 13 November 2020 to select a step-out boring location .
The Air Force's subject matter expert(s) indicated during the 13 November 20 conference call with
NMED that the step-out location that had the greatest chance of identifying the point of
discontinuity was west of the proposed coring location KAFB-106V3 (see attached Tech Memo).
NMED instead directed the Air Force to drill the step-out boring KAFB-106S10 in the location shown
on the attached figure. Unfortunately, the KAFB-106S10 step-out boring also encountered significant
clay at both the upper and lower units and failed to achieve its overall objective. In other words,
neither location identified the LNAPL migration pathway to the aqu ifer.
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An additional monitoring well at this location will provide no additional resolution to the nature and
extent of contamination at this site. KAFB already has a significant number of monitoring points
surrounding th~ kAFB-106V3 coring location as well as KAFB-106S10 step-out location (see Figures
2.2 and 2.3 of thi approved work plan) . The BFF monitoring network in this area is comprised of 35
monitoring wells. Seventeen of those wells have submerged screens, which are ava ilable to monitor
the dissolved phase plume in the source area. Eighteen monitoring wells that have screens
extending above the water table which are available for both LNAPL monitoring and dissolved phase
plume monitoring. In addition, the KAFB-106S10 step out location is in close proximity to KAFB106154-484 which is not a submerged point.
Lastly, of the 35 groundwater monitoring wells, seven were coring locations that were completed as
groundwater monitoring wells that were used to determine submerged saturated residual
concentrations on-base. The addition of the saturated matrix coring sampling at the KAFB-106S10
step-out location will provide valuable information for conceptual site model and the overall mass
determination for the Corrective Measure Evaluation (CME).
Finally, the Air Force posits that upon the completion of the coring at KFB-106S10 step-out and the
installation of the five additional data gap monitoring wells at the approved target locations, that the
sufficient data exist in multiple horizons both on base and off that the nature and extent of
contamination has been satisfied . Any additional modifications or drilling requests will delay the
completion of RFI Phase 2 project completion by several more years.
With the abundance of monitoring wells and coring locations in the immediate subject area, the
USAF does not believe that an additional groundwater monitoring well at the KAFB-106S10 step-out
location is necessary and will provide no additional illumination on the nature and extent of
contamination in the source area . The Air Force requests that upon the completion of the KAFB106S10, given its redundant nature, that the well casings not be installed and the well borehole be
properly abandoned . Given the time sensitive nature of this request (coring of KAFB-106S10 stepout is scheduled to be completed by Monday 7 December 20), we would like to receive your
concurrence on this request by COB on 7 December 20.
Thank you for taking the time to meet with us and to work collaboratively to resolving th is friction
point. We hope that additional meetings and conversations can be conducted like this in the future
to minimize and reduce the time to get the CME phase of project.
Regards,
Kate
Kathryn (Kate) Lynnes
Senior Advisor, SAF/IEE
Bulk Fuels Facility Remediation
2000 Wyoming Blvd . SE
Kirtland AFB, NM 87117

Office: 505-846-8703
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

DATE:

November 18th , 2020

TO:

GILLESPIE, JOHN L GS-14 USAF HAF AFCEC/CZTE
LYNNES, KATHRYN D HQE USAF AFGSC 377 MSG/SAF/IEE

Contract#: FA8903-19-F-0322

FROM: Joann Socash, PMP
J. Mark Stapleton, Ph.D., P.E., BCEE
SUBJECT: Technical Teams Evaluation and Recommendation for the Step-Out Well Associated with the
Data Gap Investigation at Kirtland Air Force Base, Albuquerque New Mexico
Bottom Line Up Front: The technical team recommends installation of a monitoring well (or soil vapor
monitoring location) approximately 70 feet (ft) west-southwest of KAFB-106S10 (using NAD83
coord inates, Northing: 1473453, Easting 1541518). Pr imity to the pumphouse and associated utilities
are expected to be a limiting factor in siting the drilling location.

Basis of the Analysis:
Well KAFB-106S10 was recently installed wit hopes of identifying an area lacking dominant clay in the
250-260 and 270-280 ft below land surface (bis) range. The lithologic log identified a 10 ft thick clay
from 270.5 to 280.5 ft bis. There are also thin zones of silt or clayey sand in the range of 250 ft bis.
Photoionization detector (PIO) readings from mu ti pie zone suggest the presence of cont amination,
however, the readings throughout the boring are far lower than woul be expected if there were any
significant contaminant transport pathway. This location did not find a gap in the clay zone(s). A stepout location should be considered.
Based on recent correspondence, the New Mexico Environmental Department (NMED) appears to be
recommending installation of a new well east of KAFB- 06S10 and north of monitoring well KAFB106117. The recommendation ap ears to be based on interpretation of the geophysical log of the KAFB106119 and KA B-106117 locations as well as the boring log for the KAFB-106S10 location. The
technical approach ·s reasonable; however, our review identified a potential problem . The geophysical
log for the KAFB-106117 location suggests that there is an upper clay (240-260 ft bis), but not a lower
clay (270-280 ft bis). While geophysical logs are useful and provide additional information, it is
important to use them in context with the boring log that was generated when the well was installed.
The boring log for KAFB-106117 was reviewed for this analysis and geologic descriptions from 100 to 300
ft bis were compared with the geophysical logs. The two do not correlate well. The geologic
descriptions only identified a silty zone from 255-260 ft bis with 5-ft thick silty sands above and below
the layer of silt. Similar comparisons of lithologic logs for KAFB-106115 and KAFB-106119 were found to
correlate well with their corresponding geophysical logs. This suggests that either the original lithologic
log or the geophysical log for KAFB-106117 is in error. At the moment, it is not possible to determine
which is problematic.
The technical team evaluated site information to develop a recommendation for well location(s) that
have the potential to document a gap in the clay layer(s), which generally occur from 245 to 275 ft bis.
Sources of information used by the team include the marked-up well logs received from NMED for
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KAFB-106119, KAFB-106128, KAFB-106117, KAFB-106129, and KAFB-106115, as well as the Air Force's
geophysical logs (Resource Conservation and Recovery Act Facility Investigation Appendix F), conceptual
site model lithologic cross sections, and boring logs (Quarterly Pre-Remedy Monitoring and Site
Investigation Report for October - December 2013 Bulk Fuels Facility, Appendix D-1).
The technical team recommends focusing on the area west of the current polygon-defined area for
relocating borehole(s) for four reasons.
1) The area to the west has no substantial 250-260 ft bis 'shallow' clay and based on the lithologic
description for KAFB-106148, it has the thinnest lower clayey zone.
2) A comparison of grain size analysis for monitoring locations along cross section D-D' (see page
10 of the attached presentation) also suggests that while KAFB-106148 has the lower clayey
zone, the clayey zone is also a mix of larger grain sizes when compared to other logs (e.g.,
SVMW-05 and SVMW-06). A transition from a sandy clay to a clayey sand could occur and
potentially represent enough of a gap for downward contaminant migration.
3) The low PID levels detected in KAFB-106S10 suggest that there was not a significant migration
pathway in the 240-260 ft bis zone. Although some zones did have PID levels that suggest
contaminant transport pathways were prese t, the detections were minor and far below a level
that would suggest light, non-aqueous phase liquid . Anything progressing along silt or clay
layers down-dip further to the east (cross section ge 10 D- ' in the Air Force's 21 May 2020
presentation) would have passed through the KAFB-106S10 location, which suggests the primary
migration pathway for contaminants to reach groundwater is closer to the source area.
4) Assuming the lithologic log for KAFB-106117 is accurate, tile Air Force has already identified one
area with no clay present from 200-460 ft bis. Headspace PID readings taken from samples
collected at discrete depths were extremely low throughout the boring. There is no indication
that this location, with a gap in the dominant clay zones, served as a conduit for contaminants
to reach groundwater. This suggests the primary migration ~athway for contaminants to reach
groundwater is closer to the source area.
Multiple lines of evidence support installing a monitoring point to the southwest of KAFB-106S10. Based
on the team's interpretation of subsurface conditions, the location would ideally be right at the
pumphouse. Since this is not logistically possible given he mission priorities in the area and
underground utilities associated with the building, the recommended installation location is
approximately 70 ft west-southwest of KAFB-106S10 (see page 9 of the attached presentation for the
approximate location (using NAD83 coordinates, Northing: 1473453, Easting 1541518).
References:
1. Phase I Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Facility Investigation {RFI) Report for
the Bulk Fuels Facilily (BFF) Release Solid Waste Management Unit (SWMU) ST-106/SS-111,
August 2018, Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico.

2.
3.

Quarterly Pre-Remedy Monitoring and Site Investigation Report for October - December 2013
Bulk Fuels Facility, Appendix D-1
CSM Findings and Proposed New Well Locations, AFCEC/CZTE 21 MAY 2020
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Air Force Civil Engineer Center

CSM Findings
and Proposed
New Well
Locations
AFCEC/CZTE
21 MAY 2020

Battle Ready... Built Right!
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Purpose

To apply recent CSM findings to decision on
proposed new well locations
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Proposed New Well Locations
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DRAFT WORK PLAN FOR DATA GAP MOHrTORINO
WELL INSTAl.LATION KAF8-100241 TO KAFB-100252
BULK FUEl.S FACll.lTV
SOU0 WA.SE MANAGEMENT UNIT ST·1 DGISS-111
KIRT\.ANO AIR FORCE BASE. NEW MEXJCO

FIGURE 2-1
PROPOSED MONITORING
WELL LOCATIONS AND
02 2019 EDB PLUME MAP

NMED Recommended
Location for New Wells

figure 1: Site map of KAFB Bulk Fuels Facility. The blue polygon represents the area proposed by NMEO for relocating boreholes KAFB· 106250 and
KAFS.1062S1. Aerial imagery from Google Earth Pro, 2018.
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CSM Finding
- Top of '250 ft Clay'
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CSM Finding
- Thickness of '250 ft Clay'
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NMED Recommended Area
and Thickness of '250 ft Clay'
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CSM Cross Section Locations
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